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One fanbase>>>every fan is different

The Kop, Liverpool FC (Capacity 12,500)

• 12,500 different cell-lines>>>>All different genetic background

• Even with the same person>>>>Different cell clones can be variable



How do we choose which patient-derived 
iPSC to work with?

How do we tell what is a good line from a bad line? 



Are we working with good iPSCs?
A need for constant quality control



Validation of an MNI control iPSC cohort
Ten different iPSC lines

Cell line Donor Cell Type 
Age of 
Donor 

Sex1 Ethnicity 
Cell 

source  
Reprogramming 

method 
Passage 
number 

Media2 

H9  ESC        

NCRM1 A cord 
blood 

NA M NA NIH episomal P15+P11 mTeSR1 

KYOU B fibroblast 36 F Caucasian ATCC retrovirus P15+P3 mTeSR1 

AIW002-02 C PBMC 37 M Caucasian MNI retrovirus P5+P5 mTeSR1 

AJC001-5 C fibroblast 37 M Caucasian MNI retrovirus P5+P9 mTeSR1 

AJG001-C4 C PBMC 37 M Caucasian MNI episomal P9 mTeSR1 

TD02 D PBMC 48 F Caucasian MNI episomal P3 mTeSR1 

3448 E PBMC 48 M Caucasian MNI episomal P4 E8 

3450 F PBMC 37 M Caucasian MNI episomal P3 E8 

AJD002-3 G PBMC 44 M Caucasian MNI retrovirus P3+P7 E8 

TD03 G PBMC 44 M Caucasian MNI episomal P6 E8 

TD10 H PBMC 64 F South Asian MNI episomal P4 E8 

TD22 I PBMC 59 M NA MNI episomal P5 E8 
1 M, male; F, female 2 optimal media for cell growth  

iPSCs now available through MNI Biorepository (C-BIG)

https://www.mcgill.ca/neuro/files/neuro/overview_of_c-big_ipscs_available_sept_2019_final.pdf

https://www.mcgill.ca/neuro/files/neuro/overview_of_c-big_ipscs_available_sept_2019_final.pdf


Cell growth
Each iPSC can have different media preference

(2) Crystal Violet 

Absorbance readout

(1) Brightfield imaging

(2) Crystal Violet assay
mTESr

mTESr

Essential 8

Essential 8

3450

AJG001-C4



Testing for pluripotency

(1) Pluripotency markers: Image analysis

(2) Pluripotency markers: qPCR analysis



Genome stability

(1) Karyotyping
• Chromosomal 

translocation: TD-10

(2) qPCR genomic stability test
• 20Q duplication in two external 

lines
• NCRM1 and KYOU



Differentiation potential
Trilineage assay

Trilineage testing- Image analysis

Trilineage testing- qPCR analysis



Differentiation potential
Cortical neuron formation

qPCR analysis



Each cell-line is an iPSC, yet it has distinct 
characteristics and features. 

Can we build profiles for how a cell might act-
“Cellular personality”



Variations in cortical neurons from 
different lines



Predictive Modelling of cortical neurons



Cells can be matched to their neurons
Can create a defined cell personality

Feature data from > 1000 images of 4 weeks differentiated cortical neurons from 11 different healthy 
control stem cell lines

Average correct cell line identification: 51 % : Random: 9%
Kappa score : 0.449  (comparison of expected correct to observed correct)



Specific conditions affect the 
neurons a cell forms

• Growth media, sex and reprogramming method each affect the types of 
neurons that form. 



From microscopy images, can group cells based 
on their features. 

But, can we tell if a cell is healthy or unhealthy? 

Does it have a disease phenotype? 



Two pathways to analyze the 
difference between neurons



Healthy or unhealthy
The use of neural networks



Training a network
Pre-training and training sets



Back to the future: 
Can the neuron predict the iPSC



Can we predict the type of neuron a 
stem cell will form?



• Each iPSC is a stem cell- but they act differently

• Constant QC is essential to ensure cell is of highest quality so any 
variability is intrinsic and not protocol/user-dependent. 

• Data from each iPSC implies they have their own “Cell Personality”

• If we can predict its personality, we can start to categorize iPSCs into 
categories, permitting predictions on what to expect. 

• We can start to separate healthy from unhealthy in different disease 
paradigms

• We can eventually move towards understanding from a stem cell how 
it will behave without the need for “real world, wet bench testing. 

Summary



Special thanks
iPSC QC and modelling team
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• Contact information: 
Thomas Durcan

• thomas.durcan@mcgill.ca

THANK YOU- QUESTIONS?

• Bouchard Foundation

• Van Berkom Foundation

• Mowfaghian foundation

mailto:thomas.durcan@mcgill.ca
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